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S
pecific interactions between mol-
ecules or molecular subgroups play
an essential role in many self-

assembling systems that show unique
structural order inside the resultant molecu-
lar clusters. Those interactions include hy-
drogen bonding,1�4 ionic interactions,5�7

charge-transfer complexation,8 coordina-
tion complexation,9 and so on.10,11 In the
polymer blend systems where the constitu-
ent polymers are macroscopically phase-
separated due to ubiquitous repelling inter-
actions between dissimilar monomer
species, the introduction of small func-
tional groups capable of specific interac-
tions can lead to an interesting self-
assembly behavior that cannot be observed
in the neat polymer blends. One of the
simple examples is the binary blend of
mono-end-functionalized polymers, viz.,
A-x/B-y, where the specifically attractive in-
teractions between the end-functional pair
x and y compete for mixing or demixing
with the repulsive nonspecific interactions
between polymers A and B. The frustration
caused by these two opposing interactions
is relieved in the best way by the formation
of molecular clusters resembling chemi-
cally linked block copolymers, which leads
the polymer blend to be nanoscopically
phase-separated while at the same time
maximizing the number of specific interac-
tions between x and y. Previous
experimental3,9,12�15 and theoretical16�22

works including ours have demonstrated
that the physically end-linked AB cluster as
a supramolecular analogue of an AB block
copolymer has all the richness of morpho-
logical behaviors that block copolymers can
exhibit, displaying distinctive crystal-like
nanostructures and ordering transitions in
the molten state. However, while this su-

pramolecular concept using functionalized
polymers has turned out to be a very prom-
ising alternative for developing nanoscopi-
cally ordered structures, very few works
have tested this concept in combination
with various processing variables such as
solvent treatment, mechanical fields, elec-
tric fields, and spatial confinement entailing
surface fields. In particular, the supramolec-
ular assembly of functionalized polymer
mixtures under confined geometry has
never been reported before. Applying such
processing methods is now becoming con-
ventional in the current block copolymer
nanotechnology for tailoring nanostruc-
tures suitable for specific applications.23�26

Thus, the understanding of supramolecular
assembly of functionalized polymers under
various processing conditions is unques-
tionably essential for developing a technol-
ogy toward the well-designed fabrication of
supramolecular nanostructures.

Self-assembly of polymers within nano-
space has attracted growing interest as a
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ABSTRACT Supramolecular assembly of functionalized polymers, capable of forming block copolymer-like

molecular clusters, has emerged as a promising alternative for creating nanoscopically ordered structures. Here,

we demonstrate that nanospheres, which have intriguing internal nanodomains and controllable surface

functionality, can be fabricated by supramolecular assembly of two complementarily end-interacting species of

mono-end-functionalized polymers using the self-organized precipitation (SORP) method. An exotic internal

morphology, hierarchically organized structure of perforated spherical layers, was formed inside the nanosphere

prepared from the stoichiometric mixture of the end-functionalized polymers, which is due to the formation of

diblock-like supramolecules and their packing frustration in the spherically confined nanospace. When the mixing

ratio of the two end-functionalized polymers differs from the stoichiometric ratio, the nanoparticle surface is

enriched with an excess of unpaired functionalized groups, which therefore provides us with a useful way to

precisely control the surface functionality of the nanoparticles.

KEYWORDS: end-functionalized polymers · phase separation · confined
morphology · nanoparticles · supramolecular assembly
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means for miniaturization of structural objects or creat-
ing novel nanostructures, partly stimulated by the re-
cent development in the production of polymer nano-
particles. As a notable method for manufacturing
polymer nanoparticles, the self-organized precipitation
(SORP) method provides an easy and robust route that
can be applied to various polymers ranging from ho-
mopolymers to copolymers.27�32 This method is based
on the polymer precipitation in solvent where the sol-
vent quality for a solute polymer is slowly changed from
good to poor, achieved by the addition of droplets of
a nonvolatile, poor solvent to the polymer dissolved in
a volatile, good solvent. Here, on the basis of the SORP
and the supramolecular assembly of a mono-end-
functionalized polymer mixture, A-x/B-y, we report the
fabrication of nanospheres that themselves have in-
triguing internal nanodomains of multilevel perforated
spheres that have high specific interfacial area. The sur-
face functionality of fabricated nanospheres can also
be controlled by varying the mixing ratio of two types
of end-functionalized polymers, which therefore en-
ables us to tailor the surface activity of the nanospheres.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Nanoparticle Preparation. Our method for preparing

nanospheres is based on the SORP of mono-end-
sulfonated polystyrene (SPS) and mono-end-aminated
poly(1,2-butadiene) (APB) at room temperature. As

schematically depicted in Figure 1, a mixed solute con-
sisting of SPS (Mn � 10.5 kg/mol, polydispersity index
� 1.05) and APB (Mn � 15.0 kg/mol, polydispersity in-
dex � 1.05) with a weight fraction of SPS (�) is first dis-
solved in tetrahydrofuran (THF), chosen as a good sol-
vent for both polymers. Subsequently, water drops are
slowly added to the end-functionalized polymer solu-
tion, which provides a driving force for the polymers to
form temporal aggregates near each water droplet.
The formation of these fluctuating, temporal aggre-
gates becomes stabilized more and more by the steady
addition of water droplets and the simultaneous evapo-
ration of volatile THF. While the added water gradually
becomes a majority solvent, the minority THF solvent,
miscible with both polymers and water, plays a role
similar to a colloidal stabilizer, preventing polymer ag-
gregates from excessive growth. During this gradual
change of solvent quality leading to the polymer as-
sembly to nanospheres, the 1:1 end-associations be-
tween SPS and APB chains occur due to strong ionic in-
teraction between a proton-donating sulfonic acid
group of SPS and a proton-accepting amino group of
APB (SO3

� · · · NH3
�), which determines the morphologi-

cal structure within the nanoparticle in combination
with other interactions including the nonspecific repul-
sion between styrene and butadiene segments. It
should also be mentioned that the end-association be-
tween SPS and APB may be interrupted by the presence
of water molecules capable of forming hydrogen bond-
ings with sulfonic acid groups during the SORP pro-
cess. However, considering that the amino group is a
much stronger proton acceptor than a water mol-
ecule,33 and that both SPS and APB are insoluble in wa-
ter to form coaggregates, it is conjectured that the end-
associations of sulfonic acid groups with amino groups
are predominant within the polymer aggregates.

Internal and Surface Morphology. The SPS weight frac-
tion in the mixed solute, �, is the primary variable for
controlling the structure of nanospheres in this study.
We begin with the case of a stoichiometric mixture (�
� �ST) where the number of sulfonic acid groups of SPS
chains is equal to the number of amino groups of APB
chains. The transmission electron microscopy (TEM) im-
ages of the nanoparticles prepared from a mixed sol-
ute of SPS and APB with � � 0.40 (� �ST) and their cry-
otomed section are shown in Figure 2a and b,
respectively, where the darker phase corresponds to
the APB domains stained by osmium tetraoxide (OsO4)
and the lighter phase to SPS domains. The images show
a very interesting internal morphology that appears at
first glance to be concentric dashed circles of SPS do-
mains embedded in the majority APB phase. It is worth
noting that the internal morphology shown in Figure
2a and b is completely different from the confined bi-
nary polymer blends without end-functionalization.30,34

An experimental study of SORP of polystyrene (PS)/
polyisoprene (PI) blends in THF/water, which is very

Figure 1. Schematic representation of the procedure of nanoparticle
formation from a mixture of mono-end-sulfonated polystyrene and
mono-end-aminated poly(1,2-butadiene).
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similar to the present system apart from end-
functionalization, has reported a Janus-like internal
morphology where PS and PI are phase-separated into
two hemispherical domains.30 This suggests that the
end-functionality plays a significant role in the struc-
ture formation inside the particles. It is also confirmed
that the dispersion of nanoparticles and their internal
structures are unchanged even after prolonged stand-
ing of vials containing nanoparticle dispersion (more
than 5 months).

To figure out the three-dimenisonal geometry of
this exotic internal morphology, we simulated a model
system using density functional theory under an as-
sumption that all the SPS and APB chains are end-linked
to form styrene�butadiene (SB) diblock-like supramol-
ecules. For the simulation, we numerically integrate the
Cahn�Hilliard�Cook (CHC) diffusion equation with
the Landau�Ginzburg (LG) free energy35�40 and a sur-
face field in a spherical volume, where both the confor-
mational contributions of the SB diblock and the pair-
wise interactions between the components (i.e., styrene
(S), butadiene (B), and water (W)) are taken into
account.41�43 Figure 2c�e represents the simulated
morphologies of the model nanosphere, showing its
surface and internal morphologies. The simulated mor-
phologies reveal that the dashed circle-like SPS do-
mains shown in Figure 2b are actually spherical layers
perforated by several APB struts connecting concentric
APB layers at different levels. The structural hierarchy of
the perforated spheres in a fashion of spheres-in-sphere
is shown in more detail in Figure 2e, which clearly
shows the mesh-like SPS spherical layers at each level.
It is noteworthy that the stoichiometric mixture of
strongly associating SPS and APB would form a gyroid
phase in the bulk state at room temperature, although
an experimental confirmation for the molten bulk mor-
phology of a stoichiometric mixture of SPS and APB at
room temperature is not possible due to the glass tran-
sition temperature of SPS (�95 °C), higher than room
temperature. Nevertheless, when the bulk morphology
of the mixture is investigated at 110 °C instead of room-
temperature conditions, it is observed from the TEM im-
age that the bulk morphology appeared to be a gyroid
phase (Supporting Information, Figure S1). Since the de-
crease of temperature from 110 °C to room tempera-
ture corresponds to the increase in N� from N� � 16 to
N� � 22,44 the bulk structure of the stoichiometric SPS/
APB mixture at room temperature, which behaves like
a polystyrene�polybutadiene (PS-PB) diblock copoly-
mer with a 40 wt % styrene content (36 vol.%) in the in-
termediate segregation regime, seems to be still within
the region of gyroid phase when inferred from the
theoretical phase diagram of the diblock copolymer.45

It is known that the gyroid phase is highly competitive
with the perforated layer (PL) in the composition range
32�44 vol %, although the PL phase turns out to be
only metastable in bulk conditions.46 As one can con-

ceive, the geometric misfit between spherical confine-

ment and the gyroidal unit cell is responsible for the for-

mation of the perforated sphere that is a version of

the PL phase conforming to the spherical geometry. Un-

der tight spherical confinement, the accommodation

of a gyroidal unit cell would impose high stress on the

system. Similar morphological modulation has been ob-

served in the case of a spherically confined PS-PB

diblock copolymer.47

We have just shown that the nanoparticle prepared

from the stoichiometric mixture of SPS and APB has a

hierarchically ordered internal structure of perforated

spheres owing to the formation of diblock-like su-

pramolecules and their packing frustration in the nano-

sphere. The strong tendency of sulfonic acid groups as-

sociating with an amino group rather than with water

molecules can also be inferred from the fact that SPS

and APB domains are regularly spaced from each other

even at the surface of nanoparticles, as seen in Figure

2a and b, although the particle surface is exposed to

water solvent.

It is interesting to examine how the surface and in-

ternal morphology of nanoparticles are altered when

the SPS/APB mixture becomes nonstoichiometric with

an excess of SPS chains that may form hydrogen bond-

ings with water molecules. Figure 3 compares the mor-

phologies of nanoparticle samples prepared from SPS/

APB mixtures with � � 0.40, � � 0.45, � � 0.50, and �

� 0.70. It is observed that the perforated spheres, simi-

lar to the structure of the stoichiometric case, are

formed inside a uniform outermost SPS layer for � �

0.45 (Figure 3b) and � � 0.50 (Figure 3c). As the SPS

fraction is increased further to � � 0.70, the inner mor-

phology becomes a uniformly layered structure where

SPS and APB form concentric domains (Figure 3d). Simi-

lar morphological transformation from PL to lamellar

phase has been reported for a cylindrically confined

gyroid-forming block copolymer system.48 It should also

Figure 2. Nanoparticles prepared from a mixed solute of SPS and
APB with � � �ST. (a) TEM image of the produced nanoparticles
and (b) TEM image of cryo-sectioned nanoparticles. (c) Simulated
nanosphere and (d) its internal structure represented by a radial
cross section. Regions of high density of SPS and APB are colored
opaque red and transparent blue, respectively. (e) The decom-
posed representation of hierarchical perforated spheres.
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be noted from Figure 3d that the thickness of the SPS
outermost layer (�20 nm) is the same as the thick-
nesses of SPS layers in the interior region (�20 nm).
This clearly differs from the case of a confined block co-
polymer, where the outermost layer is always half the
thickness of the inner domains.49

It is noted that the outermost SPS layer becomes
thicker as � increases from �ST, indicating that the out-
ermost layer is enriched with SPS chains possibly due
to the formation of hydrogen bondings between exces-
sive sulfonic acid groups and water molecules. The pro-
cess of this surface enrichment of SPS chains by increas-
ing � can be interpreted by the following. At � � �ST,
most of the sulfonic acid end-groups of the SPS chains
are associated with the amino end-groups of APB
chains to form diblock-like supramolecules, and only
very small portion of them are exposed to the water sol-
vent. On the other hand, when � � �ST, the excess
SPS chains form the outermost layer as they form SPS
brushes stretching inward from the surface at which the
sulfonic acid end-groups are hydrogen-bonded with
water molecules. Therefore, as shown in the schemat-
ics of Figure 3b�d, the SPS chains paired with water
molecules and with APB chains form a bilayer in the
outermost SPS domain, and the bilayer becomes thicker
as � increases to stretch inward away from the surface
of the nanosphere due to volume conservation. With
this speculation, we can estimate the number of water-
exposed (or hydrogen-bonded) sulfonic acid groups
per unit of surface area (�), assuming that all the APB
chains are end-linked with SPS chains and that the
nanosphere surface is enriched only with excess SPS
chains. By a simple geometric argument, the area den-
sity � is given as � � 	oD(
 � 
ST)/[6NSPS(1 � 
ST)],

where NSPS is the degree of polymerization of SPS, 	o is
the average monomer density in the SPS/APB mixture,
D is the diameter of the nanosphere, and 
 and 
ST are
the volume fraction and the stoichiometric volume frac-
tion of SPS in the mixed solute, respectively. The for-
mula suggests that � is linear to 
 provided that the di-
ameter of the nanosphere, D, is independent of 
.
Indeed, it is confirmed from the dynamic light scatter-
ing (DLS) measurement that the average diameter of
the nanoparticle is nearly independent of the SPS frac-
tion, being in the range 260�280 nm (Supporting Infor-
mation, Figure S2). Using the parameters that NSPS �
100, 	o � 7.6 nm�3, and D � 270 nm,44 we obtain � �
0.21, 0.48, and 1.59 nm�2 for the three cases of � �

0.45, 0.50, and 0.70 (
 � 0.41, 0.46, and 0.66), respec-
tively. A large value of �, which should be accompanied
with the stretching of SPS chains in the outermost layer
due to volume conservation, leads to the reduction in
the overall SPS/APB interfacial area inside the nanopar-
ticle. Conversely, the energetic propensity of decreasing
the overall SPS/APB interfacial area also contributes to
an increase in �, which compromises an entropic pen-
alty associated with stretching of SPS chains in the out-
ermost layer. It should also be noted that the estima-
tion of � is based on the assumption that all the excess
SPS chains contribute to form the outmost brush layer.
However, there is certainly a limiting value for � (typi-
cally �1 nm�2) as the chains become highly stretched
in the brush layer (see the schematic in Figure 3d).
When the outermost SPS brush layer cannot accommo-
date SPS chains any more, the rest of the excess SPS
chains may enter the SPS domains in the interior re-
gion of the nanosphere, which gives rise to a phase
transformation of internal morphology at � �� �ST.
This may happen in the case of � � 0.70, at which the
uniform spherical layers are formed instead of perfo-
rated spheres, as shown in Figure 3d.

Surface Functionality. As discussed above, the surface
and the inner morphologies of nanoparticles suggest
that the produced nanoparticles have surface function-
alities of sulfonic acid groups due to the surface enrich-
ment of excess SPS chains. In order to directly identify
the surface functionality of the produced nanoparticles,
a fluorescent pyrene derivative, 1,6-diaminopyrene
(DAPY), was used to probe the surface of the nanopar-
ticles. The probe molecule DAPY can be physisorbed
onto the surface of the nanoparticles via specific inter-
actions between the exposed SO3H groups of SPS and
NH2 groups of DAPY, which therefore allows us to opti-
cally detect the sulfonic acid groups exposed on the
nanoparticle surface by measuring fluorescence emis-
sion. To do this, the solution of DAPYs in methanol was
added to the nanoparticle dispersions prepared by the
SORP method described previously. The nanoparticle
dispersions containing DAPYs were then dialyzed
against methanol using a porous membrane to re-
move DAPYs unadsorbed to the nanoparticle surface.

Figure 3. TEM images of internal morphologies of nanoparticles
from a mixed solute of SPS and APB with (a) � � 0.4, (b) � � 0.45,
(c) � � 0.5, and (d) � � 0.7. The schematics in the insets represent
the molecular arrangements near the surface of the nanoparticles.
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Figure 4a presents the fluorescence (FL) emission spec-
tra of the nanoparticle dispersions with DAPYs excited
at 334 nm for � � 0.4, 0.5, 0.6, and 0.7. Since a signifi-
cant excimer emission (�em � 442) attributed to DAPY
aggregations was not detected, it is considered that
DAPYs are randomly physisorped on the surface of
nanoparticles, as shown in the schematic of Figure 4b.
The spectra show that the FL emissions at the wave-
length �em � 377 nm and �em � 397 nm, both arising
from the nonaggregated DAPY molecules, concurrently
increase as � increases, indicating that the number of
sulfonic acid groups at the nanosphere surface in-
creases with increasing weight fraction of SPS �. Fur-
thermore, the linear relation between � and the FL in-
tensity at �em � 377 nm (I377) in the range � � 0.4�0.6
and the deviation from the linearity at � � 0.7 (inset
in Figure 4a) support the aforementioned speculation
about the surface enrichment of excess SPS and the in-
ternal morphology transformation from perforated
sphere to uniformly layered structure. The specific inter-
action of DAPY amino groups with sulfonic acid groups
rich on the surface of the nanoparticle in the case of �

� 0.7 is further evidenced by confocal images, as shown
in Figure 4c, where the spots of blue fluorescence are
exactly positioned at each individual nanoparticle or
the nanoparticle aggregates formed by DAPYs bridg-
ing between nanoparticles.

Other Effects. While the SPS fraction in the mixture sol-
ute is a key parameter to control the surface functional-
ity of the nanoparticles, it is also important to find out
processing variables for controlling the size of the nano-
particles. Figure 5 presents the diameter of the nano-
particles (� � 0.70) plotted against the overall concen-
tration of polymers (Figure 5a) and against the ratio of
the volume of added water to the initial volume of THF
solvent (Figure 5b). It is found that the diameter in-
creases linearly with the polymer concentration in the
investigated concentration range (0.1�0.5 g/L),
whereas it is nearly independent of the volume ratio
of water to THF, although it shows a slight decrease as
the water/THF volume ratio increases. It is worth men-
tioning that the latter dependence is much weaker than
the dependence reported for the SORP of polymers
consisting only of hydrophobic monomers.27 The differ-
ence is possibly attributed to the colloidal nature of
the nanoparticles in the present case where rich sur-
face functionality does not sensitively care about the
volume ratio between water and THF. It is also con-
firmed that the size of the produced particles is nearly
insensitive to the stirring conditions accessible in the
experiment when judging from the opaqueness of par-
ticle dispersions.

Lastly, we discuss some factors affecting the end-
association in the SORP process. As reported in our pre-
vious theoretical studies on the blend of end-
functionalized polymers,19 the degree of end-
association is governed by a ratio � � fo/(N�kBT), char-

acterizing the competition between the magnitude of

end-association interaction, fo, and the degree of inco-

maptibity, N�. For the case where end-association is

strong enough to produce block copolymer-like su-

pramolecule, the ratio � should be larger than a critical

value, �c (�O(1)) so that proper choices for functional

pair (fo), polymer pair (�), and the degree of polymeriza-

tion (N) of the constituent polymers are necessitated.

While the present system of SPS/APB in THF/water

seems to be a system satisfying this criterion (� � �c),

any changes disobeying the criterion would result in

macroscopic phase separation instead of the formation

of an ordered structure. Indeed, when mono-end-

carboxylated polystyrene (CPS), which has nearly the

same molecular weight (10 kg/mol) as that of SPS, is

used as a partner polymer for APB in the SORP process,

Figure 4. (a) FL emission spectra of nanoparticle dispersions with
DAPYs for � � 0.4, � � 0.5, � � 0.6, and � � 0.7. The inset shows
the normalized FL intensity at �em � 377 nm with respect to the in-
tensity of � � 0.4 as a function of �. (b) The schematic representa-
tion of the physisorption of DAPY onto the nanoparticle surface via
specific interaction between the NH2 group of DAPY and the SO3H
group of SPS. (c) The confocal images of DAPY-physisorbed nano-
particles for � � 0.7.
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it is found that the nanoparticles from CPS/APB are
also well-produced, but their internal morphology
shows indefinite shape and organization of CPS and
APB domains (Supporting Information, Figure S3) possi-
bly due to the weaker protic nature of the carboxylic
acid group of CPS than the sulfonic acid group of SPS.
Similar weakening of end-association is found when the
solvent pair THF/water is replaced by THF/acetic acid
in the SORP of SPS/APB, which leads to a poorly ordered
internal structure since the end-association is more in-
terrupted by acetic acid than water (Supporting Infor-
mation, Figure S4).

SUMMARY
Nanospheres comprised of two complementarily

end-interacting species of polymers have been fabri-

cated by the SORP method. An exotic internal morphol-

ogy, hierarchically organized perforated spheres, was

formed inside the nanosphere prepared from the sto-

ichiometric mixture, resulting from the formation of

diblock-like supramolecules and their packing frustra-

tion in the spherically confined nanospace. The thicken-

ing of the outermost brush layer, accompanied by the

enrichment of functionalized groups on the nanoparti-

cle surface, was observed by changing the mixing ratio

of the two end-functionalized polymers, which allows

us to precisely control the surface functionality of the

nanoparticles. The suggested mechanism for this disci-

plined molecular organization of end-functionalized

polymers in solvent media provides a guideline to tune

both the surface functionality and the internal morphol-

ogy of nanoparticle, which can be essential for further

physical or chemical decoration needed in various ap-

plications. A specific application would be a particulate

substance having high functionality that rapidly pro-

vides ex vivo medical diagnostic tests where the rapid-

ness and sensitivity of the diagnosis is highly required.

The richness of functionality can be even more intensi-

fied by cross-linking one of the components (e.g., APB)

followed by removing the un-cross-linked component

to expose functionalities at the interface in the interior

region of the nanoparticles. The multilevel perforated

structure, which has a large specific interfacial area, is

particularly advantageous in that case.

METHODS
Preparation of Nanoparticle Dispersions. The polymer mixture of

SPS and APB, purchased from Polymer Source Inc., was dis-
solved in THF to prepare a 0.5 g/L solution. Pure water (200
mL) was then added to the polymer mixture solution (100
mL) by a syringe pump with an injection rate of 1 mL/min un-
der stirring. After the complete addition of water, THF was
evaporated from the solution at room temperature for 2
days. For the preparation of nanoparticles onto which DAPY
molecules are physisorbed, a solution of DAPY (Aldrich Inc.)
in methanol (5 mL) was prepared at a concentration of 1 g/L
and added to the nanoparticle dispersion (5 mL). The nano-
particle dispersions containing DAPYs were then dialyzed
against methanol through a porous membrane for 3 days to
remove unadsorbed DAPYs.

Measurement and Instruments. For TEM measurements of nano-
particles, drops of nanoparticle dispersion were put on a
carbon-coated 300-mesh copper grid and dried at room tem-
perature. The APB was preferentially stained by exposing to
the vapor of osmium tetraoxide overnight. TEM images were
taken in the bright-field mode using a JEOM 1010 (JEOL) op-
erated at 80 kV accelerating voltages or using a JEM 2100
(JEOL) operated at 200 kV accelerating voltages. For cross-
sectional TEM images, the nanoparticles embedded in con-
centrated sucrose were cryo-microtomed (RMC Ultracut) to a
nominal thickness of �80 nm at �120 °C and transferred to
copper grids. The size of the nanoparticles was measured by
an electrophoretic light-scattering spectrophotometer (ELS-
8000, Otsuka Electronics) in the size measurement mode at a
fixed angle of 90° at room temperature. The fluorescence
emission spectra for nanoparticle dispersions with DAPYs
were obtained from a fluorescence spectrometer (RF 5301,

Shimadzu) by irradiating the dispersions at 334 nm. For im-
aging of the nanoparticle with DAPYs, the nanoparticle dis-
persion containing DAPYs was dropped onto a glass slide and
localized by the addition of mounting medium (VECTASH-
IELD H-1000, Vector). Confocal images of nanoparticles were
obtained using a confocal laser scanning microscope system
with an upright confocal microscope (LSM510, Carl Zeiss) by
irradiating the dispersions at 334 nm, where an LP filter of
377 nm was used for DAPY detection.

Computations. Assuming that all the SPS and APB chains in
the stoichiometric mixture are end-linked to produce diblock
copolymer-like supramolecules, the internal morphology of
the mixture under spherical confinement is modeled as a
spherically confined AB diblock copolymer melt that can be
simulated in a spherical volume by Landau�Ginzburg ap-
proach on the basis of the Cahn�Hilliard�Cook (CHC) diffu-
sion equation:35�40

Here the order parameter  describes the deviation of the local
A-monomer fraction from its average value at a position r (de-
fined by (r) � 
(r) � 
, where 
(r) and 
 are the local fraction
of A-monomer and the mean fraction of A-monomer), M is a mo-
bility constant set to unity, F is the free energy functional of the
block copolymer, Fsurf is the free energy associated with the inter-
action between the surface of confined geometry and the block
copolymer, and � represents the thermal noise. The free energy
functional, F, is given approximately by the Landau-type free
energy:

Figure 5. The diameter of the nanoparticles prepared from the SPS/
APB mixture with � � 0.7 as a function of (a) polymer concentration
and (b) volume ratio water to THF.

∂ψ(r)
∂t

) M∇2(∂(F + Fsurf)

∂ψ ) + �(r) (1)
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Here � is a temperature-like parameter related to the Flory inter-
action parameter between the A- and B-monomer (�), and �, �,
and D are related to the architecture of the block copolymer de-
termining conformational contributions when the block copoly-
mers are packed into a certain type of mesophase. The last term
represents a long-range repulsion penalizing long-wavelength
inhomogeneity through the Green function G with a period-
controlling parameter b. The surface free energy, Fsurf, is given
as

where s(r) is a surface field proportional to the difference in sur-
face/polymer interfacial tension between surface/A and sur-
face/B block and nonzero only at the position next to the spheri-
cal surface if the surface attracts one of the blocks (s � 0 if the
surface is attractive to A-block and vice versa). The molecular pa-
rameters, �, �, �, D, and b, for diblock architecture can be ap-
proximately given as

where �s is the � at the spinodal, N is the number of statistical
monomers of diblock copolymer, and �3 and �4(0,0) are Leibler
vertex functions computed from the monomer correlation
functions.41�43 The diffusion equation eq 1 is numerically inte-
grated in the discrete space with the boundary condition for a
spherical geometry of confinement.

The parameters used in the simulation are given by the fol-
lowing. The volume fraction, 
, of the minor component (i.e.,
SPS) in a spherical volume and the degree of incomaptibity, �N,
are set to be 
 � 0.36 and �N � 18. The diameter of spherical
volume, D, is given as the mean value of the produced nano-
spheres in the experiment: D � 7Lo (�270 nm) where Lo is the
bulk period of the diblock. The surface fields for the S/W and B/W
interfaces are given by considering the surface tensions50 of the
S, B, and W components from which the S/W and B/W interfacial
tensions are estimated using Fowkes’ equation.51
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